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but for x = o this last equation is not necessarily equivalent to
a 4- b _
x
and hence from this it does not follow that the values (o, o) do
not satisfy our given system.
The following graph represents the equations
1^1^2
x y
I-1--!
x y
The solution (2/3, 2) is the one ordinarily given in our text-
books, while (o, o) is not usually mentioned.
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AN IMPROVED ABACUS.
BY STELLA E. MYERS^
/jp Washington Ave., Kansas City, Kan.
The ancient abacus affords an intermediary process between
full object work and the symbolism of Arabic numerals. In
using objects our custom is to retain tens in groups; with the
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abacus a ten is discarded and is symbolized by one in the next
higher order.
In the abacus here illustrated, the patent for which is pending,
balls colored in groups of ten are used upon wires and in the
form of a series of compound curves. The right-hand wire is
units, the next to the left is tens, and the third from the right is
hundreds. The small wire on the left is for thousands in the
result, these having been carried over from hundreds. A num-
ber is represented from left to right upon a series of horizontal
curves, one on each wire. The small size of the abacus is de-
signed for individual work and may rest upon the top of the
school desk. On the large size, to be hung map fashion on the
school-room wall, six numbers with orders up to hundred thou-
sands may be indicated and a result reaching millions.
When an addition problem is represented with the balls the
full groups of color upon units-wire are, in work with beginners,
pushed upon the upper scroll; in more advanced work this is
unnecessary. The part of a group remaining, if any, upon units-
wire is pushed down to the lowest horizontal curve.
For every group of color or ten balls pushed upon the upper
scroll of units-wire one ball is pushed from the lower scroll of
tens-wire to the lowest horizontal curve of this wire. The
process is continued in the same manner with the other wires
and the whole result is read from the lowest horizontal curves
of all the wires.
The children .should’do no counting of objects but’should
recognize at sight parts of the groups of ten and make combina-
tions readily in two colors up to nine. Five is the largest part
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necessary to recognize, as larger parts of ten are learned from
the number, one, two, three, or four, that is missing from ten.
Before representing a problem in subtraction or division one
group of ten beads is placed on the upper scroll of units-wire
and another on the upper scroll of tens-wire to be used if nec-
essary in place of one in the columns to the left.
The idea of multiplication may be given by using successive
addends or, after the table is learned, by representing the prod-
ucts in each order and transferring tens. Object work in di-
vision is not feasible where more than one is to be transferred
from one column to another.
This form of the abacus deals with the orders in the same
relative position as in the written problem. Any other position
confuses the concrete and the symbolical processes. As an illus-
tration of the simplification of addition by this method, a child
under four years of age that had been taught nothing of num-
bers was permitted to manipulate the beads according to the
rules of the game for an average time of thirty minutes each
day during one week. Then she could show the sum of six
numbers in hundred-thousands in one half the time required by
a fourth grade pupil working on paper. In the work on the
frame there were no errors, while the written solution was not
reliable.
There is naturally suggested by’the use of this abacus a sys-
tem of written addition which prevents mental fatigue in cases
of continuous work.
In looking down units column the first num-
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part of a ten remaining at the foot,of the column together with a
number of corresponding to the number of lines drawn in units
column, tne number of tens in that column, is written for the
result in this column. The same method is then continued
throughout the problem. Time is saved as well as energy.
There is no occasion for inaccuracy, and consequently none for
a test of the solution.
